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SPM/5.b.073/X/2020

WALKING WITH THE POOR: EMPOWERING COMMUNITY

Perkampungan Sosial Pingit, Bong Suwung, and Jombor Community

CONTEXT 

The impact of coronavirus is immense to many sectors of human life in the world.

The issue of Covid-19 and its influence are not only about people health but also on the

economy of many countries and the education for children. There are so many schools

and  colleges  widely  closed.  There  so  many  workers  lose  their  jobs  and  become

homeless. We can see all over the world that there is a new appear of poverty in big

cities.  People make a long line to get subsidy or support from social  centers.  They

cannot afford their daily needs. It is a difficult situation for many people and worse for

poor families, especially for women and their children. “In the peak of social distancing

during the pandemic Covid-19, schools are closed in 192 countries, impact 1,6 billion

students. The violence in the family and woman and child abuse increase. Poverty and

hunger worsen this condition.”2 This situation can be encountered in many countries

including Indonesia as one of populated countries in Asia which has many children and

women with the risk of violence and abuse in their own house. It is a huge problem in

our era that we need to solve together as a global or international society. And in this

pandemic  situation  the  needs  of  protection,  service,  and  accompaniment  are

significantly urgent. 

After understanding and pondering the global landscape of our world recently, we

see the context of Yogyakarta, located in island of Java, Indonesia. The Special Region

of Yogyakarta is a big and cultural city. Many people come to this city for tourism.

Many students from different places, islands, and even countries come to Yogyakarta to

study because it has good educations and universities. This is the reason people say that

2 Translated from Indrarto, FX Wikan, “Covid-19 dan Anak” ([Eng.] Covid-19 and Children) in Opini of
KOMPAS, Wednesday, November 4th, 2020, pg. 6.  “Pada puncak pembatasan social selama pandemic
Covid-19, sekolah ditutup di 192 negara, memengaruhi 1,6 miliar siswa. Kekerasan dalam rumah tangga
dan pelecehan terhadap anak dan perempuan meningkat. Kemiskinan dan kelaparan juga memperparah
kondisi.”
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Yogyakarta is a city of culture and education. Despite of this famous title of the city, if

we observe and look deeper inside Yogyakarta it can be found another reality: poverty,

street  children,  beggar,  homeless,  prostitution  near  train  rail  ways,  busker,  and

scavenger. It is absolutely a terrible reality that struck our perspective on Yogyakarta.

This is the situation happened and encountered in many peripheries of Yogyakarta like

– we mention  here  as  some examples  where we know exactly  the  circumstances  –

Pingit,  Bong Suwung and Jombor. Many poor families in Yogyakarta live under the

standards of human life regarding to the conditions of their house, education, hygiene,

social  relation,  and economy.  This is the same Yogyakarta  with its  fame and social

problem.

In Pingit, most of them are homeless people and work as scavenger, beggar, or

busker. They are in the street all day, go to some places in the morning sometime with

their children and sometime without them. It is a big concern because some of them use

their children to beg money in the street.  Even they ask their  children to work as a

busker. Then in Bong Suwung, a different circumstance can be noticed. Here also there

are poor families, many of them without their fathers. Many of them are women living

with their children. The majority works as sex worker at night and sells some snack,

food, or drink in the morning. Their children play around and do not get any proper

attention  from their  parents.  There  is  no  time  for  accompanying  children  for  their

homework or having a familiar normal conversation with them. That is the main reason

the children in Bong Suwung use strong language without  any scruple and react  in

many ways to get attention from people around. 

After comprehending the context of Pingit dan Bong Suwung, another reality that

we knew recently is Jombor. In Jombor there is a community of beggar and busker.

They work in the morning and leave their children at home. In the time of pandemic,

they cannot go out frequently and need to stay at home without money but still with

need of daily consumption. The lack of capability to fulfill the daily needs impacts very

much the emotion of this people. There is anger, confusion, feeling helpless, sadness

and others negatives reactions which can generate violence and abuse to their children,

partner, or friends. The news says that “According to Annual Record of Violence in

2020, in last 12 years, the violence to woman increase 792 percent or eight times of
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escalation. Since the pandemic Covid-19, many cases of violence to woman in family

increase significantly and it has been a public concern.”3 

The situation is  getting more complicated because many of parents from poor

families are not well educated. They did not finish their schools and work daily in the

street of Yogyakarta and surrounding area. It is hard for them to continue their study

while they have daily needs which cannot be fulfilled every day. That is why they do

not have enough capability in financial management nor perspective about their future.

Some of them feel comfortable with their actual job as scavenger, beggar, busker, or sex

worker due to the easiness to earn money directly. But there is no plan about saving

money for the future or preparing some money for another needs. 

RATIONALE

Poor  families  in  Pingit,  Bong  Suwung  and  Jombor  communities  are  three

examples of the situation of many poor families in the peripheries of Yogyakarta, a city

of culture and education. There is still poverty and hunger. There is still a big social gap

happened  in  this  city.  And  unfortunately,  still  there  are  women  and  children  in

Yogyakarta who need protection, accompaniment, social service and – more than some

help – an empowerment for their life. Many times, this fact is out of the observation of

people and society in general. And the government, based on our visit to their house and

area until  now does not give them any significant  support.  Even worse,  many poor

families in those areas who one of the parents works as busker, beggar, sex worker, or

scavenger cannot get access to health facilities because of administrative issue. They are

not from Yogyakarta city. 

Yayasan Realino Seksi Pengabdian Masyarakat which is normally called Realino

SPM is already present in two communities:  Perkampungan Sosial Pingit and Bong

Suwung  Community.  This  year  we  have  approached  Jombor  Community  as  a  new

project due to the difficulty to access and continue our accompaniment in Prambanan

Community that we assisted last year. In those three communities Realino SPM gives

the  commitment  to  protect,  accompany,  serve,  and  empower  the  communities  by

providing activities for women and children. 

3 Translated  from  Fadhilah,  Umi  Nur,  Santi  Sopia,  Endah  Hapsari,  “Sisi  Lain  Pandemi:  KDRT
Meningkat”  ([Eng.]  The  Other  Side  of  the  Pandemic:  The  Domestic  Violence  Increase)  in
https://www.republika.id/posts/8994/sisi-lain-pandemi-kdrt-meningkat accessed  on  Wednesday,
November 4, 2020, 12:20 AM. 
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In this  time of  pandemic  Covid-19 we understand that  many poor  families  in

Pingit, Bong Suwung and Jombor do not have any support nor assistance. This project

intends to listen to their concern, needs and hopes through be with them in activities

with women and children. This is part of our commitment as a social center and Realino

SPM presence in those three communities  is for walking with them in this  difficult

situation and empowering women and children there. As said in the article of KOMPAS

Wednesday, November 4th, 2020, “Global community need to fight Covid-19 while still

develop  the  quality  of  women  and  children  life,  and  do  not  wide  the  social

discrepancy.”4 We would like to be part of the movement that bring change to poor

families, to society in general by empowering them with some skills or psychosocial

activities for children. 

INVOLVEMENT 

As explained  in  the title  of  this  project,  Walking with  the  Poor:  Empowering

Community, it is clear that our first intention is to be with them, walk with them, and

know their  context.  This  is  our  way  of  involvement  in  Pingit,  Bong  Suwung,  and

Jombor. Those three communities are very different. We cannot generalize them as they

are same communities. Respecting the diversity in those three communities, we visit

their house, prepare materials and proper spaces for activities of children, and invite

them also to Realino SPM area to have courses or discussions.

Realino SPM uses a direct approach to poor families accompanied in Pingit, Bong

Suwung, and Jombor communities. We want to maintain this model and attitude toward

people we serve. A direct contact with them makes us know well their interest so that

we can prepare some activities well organized for their actual needs. We work not only

with the communities but also with the local government. Our intention working with

the local government is for getting permissions to be present in the area and reporting

our activities legally as a social foundation. And until now we have a good relationship

with  the  communities  as  a  main  stakeholder  of  this  project  and  with  the  local

government. Even in Pingit, Yogyakarta local government want to collaborate with us

in providing some support for poor families and in helping us to refer people we serve

to  some  social  centers  of  Yogyakarta.  This  is  a  good  model  of  involvement  and

collaboration for the sake of the communities we accompany, serve, and empower. 

4 Translated from Indrarto, FX Wikan, “Covid-19 dan Anak” ([Eng.] Covid-19 and Children) in Opini of
KOMPAS, Wednesday, November 4th, 2020, pg. 6. “Komunitas global perlu memerangi Covid-19 sambil
tetap meningkatkan kualitas kehidupan perempuan dan anak, dan tak memperlebar kesenjangan.”
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In this situation of the pandemic coronavirus it is quite difficult to realize a direct

encounter with women and children.  We try our best to accompany them providing

activities for children and women and following the protocol of Covid-19. We continue

this project because we understand the importance of providing skills for women and

activities for children. By offering some skills to women we can involve directly in their

process  of  being independent  and having life  with more dignity.  And by providing

activities for children we would like to contribute to their education while their parents

do not have enough time for them. These children, they are vulnerable, and we believe

that by assisting them we can help them doing their homework, play some simple games

with them,  or  just  talk  with them about  their  school.  The education  for  children  is

important, especially after school when they are free and do not have more activities.

So, we try to accompany them with a hope that we can bring happiness to these children

in this pandemic time. 

OVERALL GOAL

Women and children from poor families in Perkampungan Sosial Pingit,  Bong

Suwung, and Jombor Communities are accompanied, served, and empowered for their

better  future  through learning  some new skills  and  attending  series  of  activities  or

courses provided by Realino SPM.  

PROJECT DESIGN 

To achieve our overall goal, we designed some programs to realize during one

year in 2021 in Perkampungan Sosial Pingit, Bong Suwung, and Jombor Communities.

The main title of this program based on the context, rationale, and involvement which

we have already explained, is  Walking with the Poor: Empowering Community.  We

plan  to  run  this  program  considering  3  outcome-based  objectives  for  women  and

children based on the locations of those three communities. 

1. To develop personal  skills  of  women  in  Bong Suwung and  Jombor

Communities  and  to  empower  them  as  a  community  by  providing  classes,

workshop, or courses of new skills and assisting them directly so that they can

be more independent and learn some useful skills for their life in the society 

2. To promote the well-being of children in Perkampungan Sosial Pingit,

Bong Suwung, and Jombor Communities through mentoring children in doing
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their homework and conducting psychosocial activities or informal education for

children after school  

3. To improve the happiness of children in Perkampungan Sosial Pingit,

Bong Suwung and Jombor through increasing the quality of conversation with

them, being with them, and accompanying them by providing field trip out of

their areas and inviting them to visit cultural or recreational locations

Based on these three outcome-based objectives which we plan to realize during

one year in 2021 we propose some activities. They are explained with the cost or budget

proposed to be implemented next year. Some details of the activities of this program are

described below:  

No. Breakdown of Objective Activities Cost (IDR) Cost (Euro)5

1.

To  develop  personal  skills  of  women  in  Bong  Suwung  and

Jombor Communities and to empower them as a community by

providing  classes,  workshop,  or  courses  of  new  skills  and

assisting them directly so that they can be more independent and

learn some useful skills for their life in the society

1.1.  By December 2021, in total 5-10 women of Bong Suwung

Community learn some useful new skills for their daily life in

their  community  from workshop provided by Realino  SPM

collaborating with volunteers or trainers in Yogyakarta

 

16,800,000, - 972.3

1.2.  By  December  2021,  in  total  5-10  women  of  Jombor

Community learn some useful new skills for their daily life in

their  community  from workshop provided by Realino  SPM

collaborating with volunteers or trainers in Yogyakarta

 

16,800,000, - 972.3

5 1 EUR = 17,279.69, - IDR (https://www.bi.go.id/en/moneter/informasi-kurs/transaksi-bi/Default.aspx) 
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2.

To promote the well-being of children in Perkampungan Sosial

Pingit,  Bong  Suwung,  and  Jombor  Communities  through

mentoring  children  in  doing  their  homework  and  conducting

psychosocial  activities  or  informal  education  for  children  after

school

2.1.  By December 2021, children of Perkampungan Sosial Pingit

accompanied  by  Realino  SPM  and  volunteers  get  access  to

internet  for  increasing  more  their  knowledge  and  having

opportunity to browsing useful content for their life

6,600,000, - 382

2.2. By December 2021, 30-40 children of Perkampungan Sosial

Pingit  get  materials  for  their  informal  education  with  Realino

SPM and have psychosocial activities offered by Realino SPM in

their community

9,600,000, - 555.6

2.3. By  December  2021,  20-30  children  of  Bong  Suwung

Community  get  materials  for  their  informal  education  with

Realino SPM and have psychosocial activities offered by Realino

SPM in their community

10,800,000, - 625

2.4. By December 2021, 10-20 children of Jombor Community

get materials for their informal education with Realino SPM and

have  psychosocial  activities  offered  by  Realino  SPM  in  their

community

7,200,000, - 416.7

3.

To  improve  the  happiness  of  children  in  Bong  Suwung  and

Jombor through increasing the quality of conversation with them,
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being with them, and accompanying them by providing field trip

out of their areas and inviting them to visit cultural or recreational

locations

3.1. By December 2021, 30-40 children of Perkampungan Sosial

Pingit have recreational activity or field trip provided and assisted

by Realino SPM visiting cultural or recreational places 

3,400,000, - 196.8

3.2.  By  December  2021,  20-30  children  of  Bong  Suwung

Community have recreational activity or field trip provided and

assisted by Realino SPM visiting cultural or recreational places

2,925,000 - 169.3

3.3. By December 2021, 10-20 children of Jombor Community

have recreational  activity  or field trip provided and assisted by

Realino SPM visiting cultural or recreational places

1,700,000, - 98.4

TOTAL IDR 75,825,000, - EUR 4,388.4

MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

This  project  Walking  with  the  Poor:  Empowering  Community  will  be

implemented for one year: January 1st – December 31st, 2021. In this one-year Realino

SPM will monitor and make an evaluation every semester. The director of Realino SPM

implement directly the project and monitor during the implementation accompanied by

Realino SPM team and volunteers. The role of volunteers is important because they help

Realino SPM to have contact with children and women regularly. They also give us

report on their experiences with Pingit, Bong Suwung, and Jombor communities. 

The  monitoring  and  evaluation  are  conducted  for  understanding  and  planning

better our implementation in the communities mentioned. Realino SPM try to examine

the project through listening the experiences of volunteers, observing the transaction,
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and the progress of the project in the field, especially its impact for children and women

in the communities. 

Realino SPM will  make evaluation of the progress of  Walking with the Poor:

Empowering Community  to make a report which will be sent to SKPI. In this report

Realino SPM provide the dynamic and progress of the project, all transactions, receipts,

and analysis for the next project proposed. This is the commitment of Realino SPM in

transparency with the intention that we can describe well the context of our project, the

accompaniment that we do in communities, and more important the benefits for people

we serve and assist in Pingit, Bong Suwung, and Jombor.  

PROJECT BUDGET PLANNED

Here we present the details of calculation according to every item proposed for the

breakdown of outcome-based objective activities:

NO
.

ITEMS QUANTITY
 UNIT OF

PRICE 
 TOTAL   ESTIMATION  

PERKAMPUNGAN SOSIAL PINGIT

Children Mentoring Unit
Activit

y
   Rp 19.600.000 

2.1 Internet hostspot 1 12  Rp 550.000  Rp 6.600.000  
2.2 Materials for children’s activities 40 48  Rp 5.000  Rp 9.600.000  
3.1 Field trip for children      
 Ticket 40 1  Rp 30.000  Rp 1.200.000  
 Lunch 40 1  Rp 17.500  Rp 700.000  
 Bus 2 1  Rp 750.000  Rp 1.500.000  

BONG SUWUNG COMMUNITY

Children Mentoring Unit
Activit

y
   Rp 13.725.000 

2.3 Milk for kids 30 48  Rp    2.500  Rp 3.600.000  
2.3 Materials for children’s activities 30 48  Rp    5.000  Rp 7.200.000  
3.2 Field trip for children      
 Ticket 30 1  Rp 30.000  Rp     900.000  
 Lunch 30 1  Rp 17.500  Rp     525.000  
 Bus 2 1  Rp750.000  Rp 1.500.000  

Workshop for Women Unit
Activit

y
   Rp16.800.000 

1.1 Materials 10 96  Rp 10.000  Rp 9.600.000  
1.1 Trainers/Volunteer 3 96  Rp 25.000  Rp 7.200.000  

JOMBOR COMMUNITY
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Children Mentoring Unit
Activit

y
   Rp 8.900.000 

2.4 Milk for kids 20 48  Rp    2.500  Rp 2.400.000  
2.4 Materials for children’s activities 20 48  Rp    5.000  Rp 4.800.000  
3.3 Field trip for children     
 Ticket 20 1  Rp 30.000  Rp     600.000  
 Lunch 20 1  Rp 17.500  Rp     350.000  
 Bus 1 1  Rp 750.000  Rp     750.000  

Workshop for Women Unit
Activit

y
   Rp 16.800.000 

1.2 Materials 10 96  Rp 10.000  Rp 9.600.000  
1.2 Trainers/Volunteer 3 96  Rp 25.000  Rp 7.200.000  

TOTAL  Rp 75.825.000 

NO EXPLANATION TOTAL (IDR) TOTAL (EUR)

1. Total  budget  required  for  the

project
75,825,000, - 4,388.4

2. Remaining budget from 2020 39,305,164, - 2,274.7

3. BUDGET PROPOSED 

TO SKPI SCHOLARSHIPS
IDR 36,519,836, - EUR 2,113.7

BANK ACCOUNT 

BANK DETAILS

Bank Name Bank CIMB Niaga

Bank Address

Jalan Jenderal Sudirman No. 13, 

Cokrodiningratan, Kec. Jetis, 

Kota Yogyakarta, 

Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta 55224

Indonesia

Account Name Yayasan Realino SPM

Account Number 800-00-91916-00

Account Type IDR
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PHOTOGRAPHS

An activity of children doing their homework in

Pingit accompanied by Realino SPM

Some children of Bong Suwung Community come to

join an activity of Realino SPM

Realino SPM greet and say goodbye after visiting

children in Bong Suwung Community

Realino SPM accompany children in Bong Suwung

Community following the protocol of Covid-19
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Realino SPM explain an activity to children and

lend books to children of Jombor Community

Some children of Jombor Community show the

result of their creation

Some women of Bong Suwung Community learn to

make a simple shopping bag

Two women from Bong Suwung Community start

again to learn sewing in Realino SPM

Some women of Jombor Community are learning

how to use the sewing machine

A woman from Jombor Community is practicing

sewing in Realino SPM 
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